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Notes

Preface

2. Lawrence Stone, “History and the Social Sciences in the 20th Century,” in *Symposium on the Future of History*, ed. Charles Delzell (Vanderbilt, 1975), p. 39. “It may be that the time has come for the historian to reassert the importance of the concrete, the particular, and the circumstantial, as well as the general theoretical model and procedural insight.”
3. Clifford Geertz, *The Interpretation of Cultures* (New York, 1973), p. 23. Writing as an anthropologist, Geertz proposes “fine-combed field study in confined contexts” so that the “mega-concepts with which contemporary social science is afflicted . . . can be given the sort of sensible actuality that makes it possible to think not only realistically and concretely about them, but what is more important, creatively and imaginatively with them.” Italics in the original text.

Chapter One


8. Archives Départementales, Charente-Maritime (hereafter cited as A.D.), E-483, “Livre concernant les rentes et intérêts des vaisseaux,” 1723-67. The French livre in 1780 was very roughly equivalent to $2.00 (U.S.) in 1980. Of course, the components of the cost-of-living were very different. Food for example was quite “cheap” by our standards, while all manufactured goods seemed very “dear.” An income of 10,000 livres in the provinces would be considered comfortable, while one needed at least 50,000 livres per annum to “cut a good figure” in Paris. Day-labor (male) was paid one livre per day maximum. Comparison of revenues at the lower end of the income scale has little meaning since day-labor was paid partly in bread; moreover, the miserable diet and living conditions of a French day-laborer in 1780 are unimaginable by the standards of a wageearner in the Western world today. The ratio of revenue between a well-to-do provincial landlord and a day-laborer was at least thirty to one, between an overseas merchant and an artisan, perhaps fifty to one, and between a Versailles duke and a provincial magistrate about ten to one.

9. Ibid.


11. A subsequent expedition of indigo was evaluated at 39,873 livres. This probably represents part of this debt. If the balance remained unpaid, which seems likely, there was a net loss on the voyage of about 30,000 livres for the six partners. A.D., E-486.


15. A.D., E-483, 1723-34.

17. Ibid., entries of 20 August 1719, 26 July 1721, 30 Dec. 1722.
27. Ibid., 52-53; Garnault, *Le Commerce rochelais*, 3: 170-72. Garnault presents a list of the ships taken by the English before the formal declaration of war.
29. Tarrade, *Le Commerce colonial*, 1: 143. Italics mine. See also Robert, *Les Trafics coloniaux*, p. 133: "The year 1744 certainly does not mark the last great days of the colonial trade at La Rochelle, but surely in an irrevocable way it marks the end of a period when events had been particularly favorable to the trade." For a general survey of French trade policy during the twenty years before 1743, see Arthur M. C. Wilson, *French Foreign Policy during the Administration of Cardinal Fleury, 1726-1743* (Cambridge, Mass., 1936).
32. Ibid., "Etats," 22 June 1744; 2 Nov. 1746.
34. Ibid., p. 146.
35. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to Jean-Samuel Depont, 24 May 1766.
37. See chapter 4 below.
41. Marcel Marion, *Dictionnaire des institutions de la France sous l'Ancien Régime*

42. François Bluche et Pierre Durye, *L'Anoblissement par charges avant 1789* (Paris, Les cahiers nobles, 1962) 1: 9; Charmeil, *Trésoriers*, pp. 72-73. Charmeil claims that by the mid-eighteenth century a father would buy the office just before his death and pass it on to his son, thus assuring the family of hereditary nobility in a little more than twenty years. This explains the advanced age of many *trésoriers* at the end of the Old Regime.


48. A.D., E-487, Paul François to Jean-Samuel Depont, 6 July 1765.


50. Unfortunately, the only glimpse we have of Paul-François’s library is from his correspondence to his son. Of Paul Depont’s reading habits, we know nothing. However, if the libraries of Marseilles merchant families are any indication, an armateur seemed to limit himself to account books and law manuals. Even Jacques Savary’s *Parfait Negociant* (Paris, 1675) was rare in Marseilles. See Charles Carrière, *Négociants marseillais au XVIIIe siècle*, 2 vols. (Paris, 174).


52. A.D., E-472, Will of 8 Nov. 1712.


54. Ibid., Codicil of 13 Mar. 1743. Paul Depont drew up at least nine codicils to his will, an indication of many changes of mind.

55. Ibid., Codicil of 1 July 1723.


57. In 1714 a Lescure married a Green de Saint-Marsault, one of the most important noble families at La Rochelle. See E. H. E. Beauchet-Filleau, *Dictionnaire historique et généalogique des familles de Poitou*, 4 vols. (Poitiers, 1891-1912).


59. A.D., E-487, Paul-François Depont to Madame de Lescure, 24 May 1765. The bride’s mother was a lady-in-waiting of the queen.
60. A.D., E-473, Will of 9 May 1753. In this context “bourgoise” suggests simplicity rather than “non-noble.”


64. Pérouas, Le Diocèse de La Rochelle, pp. 334-36.

65. Ibid., pp. 348, 414, 414n.

66. Ibid., pp. 378, 384.

67. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to Jean-Samuel Depont, 17 Apr. 1764.

68. Ibid., 28 Dec. 1765.


71. Pérouas, Le Diocèse de La Rochelle, pp. 169, 169n.

72. A.D., E-474, “Concession de banc,” 16 Dec. 1753. The pew cost 120 livres entrance fee and 10 livres per annum rental. They were apparently leased to the highest bidder.

73. A.D., E-487, Paul-François Depont to Madame la Comtesse de Lescure, 7 Jan. 1766.


Chapter Two


2. The Hôtel Depont on the rue du Palais seems more modest than many of the town houses of the armateurs. The Hôtel Poupet, for example, which serves as the prefecture today, is much more distinguished, at least from the outside. Depont’s town house was a bank in 1962 when the author was there.

3. A.D., E-487. See, for example, Paul-François to Jean-Samuel Depont, 1 Apr. 1758.

4. I have examined sixty-six of these letters in some detail; the remaining letters (about thirty) I found redundant. All of the private letters of Paul-François Depont are found in E-487.


6. See Colin Lucas’s review of Alan Forrest, Society and Politics in Revolutionary

7. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to Jean-Samuel, 23 Oct. 1758. Hereafter, all letters can be assumed to have been written by Paul-François to Jean-Samuel unless otherwise noted. Where substantial passages are quoted, the date will be in the text.

8. Paul-François employed the term “tourbillon de Paris” often; he used it almost interchangeably with “continual dissipation.” Psychologists might detect a sexual overtone, especially when paired with another favorite word, “engulfed” (englouti). I do not intend to pursue this, but it is quite clear that, for Depont père, Paris was the maelstrom that consumed, indeed devoured, everyone in its path.


10. See letters of 3 Jan. 1758 and 17 June 1758.

11. See Douglas Dakin, Turgot and the Ancien Régime in France (New York, 1972), pp. 13–19 and passim. Turgot was made maître des requêtes in 1753 (Depont in 1755); he was made intendant in 1761 (Depont in 1765). But after this, Turgot rose rapidly to become controller-general in 1774. Turgot visited La Rochelle in the 1750s on an inspection tour of trade and manufacturers.

12. The phrase voleurs d’argent surely extended beyond thieves in the narrow sense.

13. It is not altogether clear what “raising children” meant for a mother in this social milieu in the eighteenth century. Madame des Granges, Depont’s daughter-in-law at La Rochelle, had a household staff of nine servants, including a governess. See E-489, “Gages de domestiques depuis 1764 à 1792.”

14. This may well have been the Harouard de Beignon family at La Rochelle. Paul-François could only approve of the daughter of Étienne-Henri Harouard de Beignon, secrétaire du roi, wealthy armateur, director of the chamber of commerce, and seigneur de La Jarne, a domain close to Depont’s in Aunis. Here was a family with whom the Deponts could feel comfortable. La Morinérie, La Noblesse d’Aunis, p. 258. See also Erik Dahl, “Le Château de Buzay,” Congrès archéologique de France, CXIVe Session (La Rochelle, 1956), pp. 21–24.

15. Intendant Bégon, like Baville at Toulouse or Tourny at Bordeaux, was La Rochelle’s most well-known intendant, at least before Sévres de Meilhan. He was especially remembered for his pious foundations and charities at the end of the seventeenth century, ably seconding the work of Bishop Champflour. See Michel Bégon, “Mémoire sur la généralité de La Rochelle, 1699” in Archives historiques de Saintonge et de l’Aunis (Paris and Saintes, 1875):2: 17-174.

16. To Madame de Lescure, 8 June 1765; to Madame la Princesse d’Armagnac, 4 June 1765.

17. To Madame des Granges, 15 July 1765; 19 June 1765.


20. Paul-François ended his letter by expressing gratification over his grandson’s recent recovery from smallpox. (To Virson, 26 Aug. 1769. See also Paul-François to Jean-Samuel, May 1769.)

21. 18 June 1765.

22. To Virson, 26 Aug. 1769.

23. To Madame de Lescure, 24 May 1765.

24. To Mlle. Virson and Aigrefeuille, 17 Oct. 1763. Paul-François attached the name of
Notes to Pages 35-40 / 239

one of the family properties to each child's proper name; thus Pauline Depont de Virson and Elisabeth Depont d'Aigrefeuille. This seemed common practice even among merchant families who owned land.

25. There are no books listed in the "Inventory of Movable" drawn up by the Republican government in 1797. See A.D., Q-250, "Biens des émigrés, Partages: Depont des Granges." I have not been able to find the inventaire après décès of Paul-François, if there was one.


27. This is not to say that other "literatures" were not available at La Rochelle at this time. Robert Darnton has identified at least one bookseller, Mathieu, who found a market for a whole range of pornographic works smuggled in from the eastern frontiers of the kingdom. Needless to say, Paul-François was not one of his clients. I wish to thank my friend Robert Darnton for this information.


29. 28 June 1766.

30. 23 Oct. 1758.

31. May 1769.

32. Ibid.


35. La Morinérie, La Noblesse de l'Aunis, "Election de La Rochelle."


37. 26 Sept. 1758; 23 Oct. 1758.

38. To Madame de Lescure, 7 Jan. 1766. Depont wrote without further comment, "On a déjà marqué que M. le Duc de Nivernais remplasserait M. le Duc de La Vauguyon près du Nouveau Dauphin, et qu'il aurait seulement les autres princes."

39. To Monseigneur le Duc, 29 Dec. 1768. Although La Vauguyon owned land in Saintonge (near Mirambeau), there is no evidence that Depont had used his office to curry favor with the duke. Depont expressed himself strongly against tax concessions to grands seigneurs. See below.

40. Court histories and contemporary mémoires tell us little about how this network operated. Perhaps a careful reading of Duc de Luynes and Horace Walpole might bring the dévots into better light, but the work has still to be done.

41. To M. le Prince de Talmont, 4 April 1758. "J'ai été charmé que la nouvelle qui s'est répandue sur la nouvelle dignité de Mgr. de La Vauguyon se soit confirmée, ne doutant point que Dieu n'en tire sa Gloire."

42. 26 Sept. 1758.

43. 1 Apr. 1758.

44. Ibid.

45. To Marquis de Durfort, Marquise de Durfort, and Marquise de Lescure, June 1765. This was also the occasion for the purchase of the wedding gift that would be honnête, but costing no more than one thousand livres.

46. To Madame de Lescure, 8 June 1765.

47. To Madame des Granges, 15 July 1765.

48. To Madame la Comtesse de Lescure, 7 Jan. 1766. See chapter 1.

49. To Madame des Granges, 19 June 1765. At this moment did Depont scowl or smile? He was not the sort to smile often.
50. Jean-Samuel’s colleague, Jacques de Flesselles, was to become intendant of Lyon from 1768 to 1784. He was very popular at Lyon; in 1783 the city notables petitioned that he not be transferred to Paris. See Maurice Garden, Lyon et les Lyonnais au XVIIIe siécle (Paris, 1974.), p. 494. Flesselles also represented Paul-François Depont at his son’s wedding in Paris. See Chapter 5.


52. The whole notion of an “aristocratic reaction,” fundamental to the classic interpretation of the French Revolution, has recently come into question. It is increasingly difficult to regard the Second Estate as a cohesive social entity with a common mentality or program. Even the notion of a “temporary alliance” in the late 1780s of “Robe” and “Sword” now seems doubtful. Recent articles in the Annales by David Blen, Guy Chausinmad-Nogaret, and François Furet, and by William Doyle and Colin Lucas in Past and Present discuss this issue. See also Bailey Stone “Robe against Sword: The Parlement of Paris and the French Aristocracy, 1774-1789,” French Historical Studies 9, no. 2 (Fall 1975): 278-303. The conception of an “aristocratic reaction” should not be confused with “seigneurial reaction,” however. This is a separate problem in my opinion.

53. 25 Jan. 1766. The pauvre honteux will be discussed below.


56. 16 Apr. 1765.


58. A.D., C-121, 1765.


60. A.D., E-472, Codicil of 1 July 1723.

61. I am referring to those historians like Funck-Brentano who cite the case of Mirabeau’s imprisonment as evidence that the lettre de cachet was relatively innocuous. Young Mirabeau did not think so, nor did many others who were put in prison without “due process.” Paul-François’s grandson would defend the abolition of the lettre de cachet in a letter to Edmund Burke in 1790. See chapter 8.

62. 17 June 1758; 20 July 1758.

63. A Giraud and a Fouchard were both tenants (fermiers) on Depont’s land. Depont may have applied for the “warrants” in his capacity as Trésorier de France.

64. 25 Feb. 1769.

65. A.D., E-472, Codicil of 1 July 1723.

66. A.D., E-489, “Gages de domestiques depuis 1764 à 1792.” The household of Paul-Charles Depont had nine servants. Measured by the length of service, the maître d’hôtel, the innkeeper, the cook, the maids, the valet, the footman, and the gardener were loyal; only the coachmen seemed hard to retain despite a wage of 150 livres per annum plus food, lodging and livery. Richard Cobb might tell us why. The accounts even itemize laundry costs, which were deducted from the servants’ wages. The servants made some of their own clothes from the cloth purchased from the household budget.

67. Robert, Les Trafics coloniaux, p. 192n. In 1767 there were 1,288 domestics in a total population of 15,340 at La Rochelle. The armateurs had between four and six servants per household.

68. A.D., E-487 passim. For endless passages on chronic illnesses see R. M. Myers, ed., Children of Pride (New Haven and London, 1972). Why do families love to discuss their
ailments ad nauseam? Apart from a few medical tips, how much material has the social historian lost because of this digression of self-indulgence? See also R. Forster, “Family Biography” in Biographie und Geschichtswissenschaft: Wiener Beiträge zur Geschichte der Neuzeit, Band 6 (Vienna, 1979), pp. 111-26.

69. 13 Dec. 1763; 20 July 1758. Perhaps these were silhouettes. This is probably the closest one comes in the eighteenth century to family photographs at Christmas time.

70. 1 Apr. 1758.

71. Why did Paul-François attempt to prevent the nomination of Paul-Charles as mayor of La Rochelle? “That will not suit him from any point of view,” he wrote, 2 Mar. 1765.

72. Father and son always addressed each other, of course, as “vous.” Jean-Samuel addressed his brother as “tu,” at least in 1798 when both men were in their seventies. They had been through a great deal by then.

Chapter Three


2. A.D. E-487, Paul-François to Jean-Samuel, 20 July 1758 (hereafter cited by date only). Italics mine: “mes terres qui sont mon ppa bien . . .” Jean-Samuel sold the domain of La Babotieux for forty-two thousand livres, a price his father considered much too low. See 1 Apr. 1758.

3. 18 June 1765. Italics mine: “mais ne vivant que de mes rentes qui sont tres mal payées . . .”

4. French historians have been slow to integrate the legal aspects of family inheritances into their social history. See Roland Mousnier, Les Institutions de la France sous la monarchie absolue (Paris, 1974), vol. 1, ch. 2; Pierre Bourdieu, “Marriage Strategies as Strategies of Social Reproduction” Selections from the Annales: E.S.C., R. Forster and O. Ranum, eds. (Baltimore, 1976); Robert Forster, The Nobility of Toulouse in the Eighteenth Century (Baltimore, 1960), ch. 6. See also note 6 below.


7. L’Usance de Saintonge entre-mer et Charente par M. Cosme Bechet, avocat au Parlement de Paris et Siège Présidial de Saintes (Bordeaux, 1701), article 57, par. 108. The customary law of La Rochelle (Aunis) provided even less for the eldest son under “successions nobles;” a preference legacy (préciput) consisting of the manor house and park (préclôture) and one-fifth of the noble land (biens nobles). See M. René Josué Valin, Nouveau Commentaire sur la Coutume de La Rochelle et du pays d’Aunis, 3 vols. (La Rochelle, 1756), 3: 119.

8. Ibid. Burgundy also provided two-thirds of the propres for the eldest son. In areas of the Droit Écrit—Toulouse, for example—if there were four children or less, the eldest son had a right to two-thirds; if five or more, one-half of the propres. Mousnier, Les Institutions,
pp. 63 and 47-69, passim. Ralph Giesey concludes that it was contrary to the principles of the customary law to bequeath the disposable part of the réserve to any of the children. “No one can be an heir and a legatee at the same time” was the rule of coütumier succession. However, the propres could be reduced so as to minimize the réserve to be divided, “Rules of Inheritance,” p. 276.

9. That is, in case of two children, the elder could add his share (one-half) of the two-thirds “reserved” for all direct heirs to his own one-third (right of the eldest) and thus accumulate two-thirds of the total propres. Daughters were rarely “advantaged” except in cases where there were no sons or where a large dowry might assure a particularly bonne alliance.

10. Valin, Nouveau Commentaire. 2: 487; 3: 27, 59-60. Valin (1695-1765) was procureur du roi at the Admiralty Court and a contemporary of Paul-François Depont. In the small world of officiers, they must have known each other and sought each other’s advice on family matters.

11. “Immobables” included rentes and offices as well as land and houses. Giesey, “Rules of Inheritance,” p. 273. Commercial assets, as well as specie and personal possessions, were classified as “movables.”

12. Forster, Nobility of Toulouse, ch. 6. In Roman Law areas such as Toulouse, the head of the family instituted one principal heir, and in his testament charged that heir to distribute legacies to others. Giesey, “Rules of Inheritance,” p. 276.


14. Philippe Ariès in his now classic work on childhood stresses the secular trend toward equal treatment of children. Without denying the century-long development he describes, attention might also be focused on the attitudes of specific social groups, especially such “socially mobile” families as the Depont. One might uncover hesitations and countercurrents especially in the eighteenth century when notions of family “splendor” and noble succession were still strong. The legist Valin wrote in 1756: “Il n’y a pas de splendeur à maintenir dans les families roturières,” which is to say that there was “splendor to maintain” in noble—and would-be noble—families. Valin, Nouveau Commentaire, 3: 106.

15. A.D., E-472, Codicil of 10 June 1733.

16. Ibid., Codicil of 1 July 1723.

17. Ibid., “Substitution” of 5 Sept. 1727. These biens were acquêts over which Paul and Sara Depont had complete control or “free disposition.”

18. Ibid., Codicil of 2 July 1715. The words are taken from the first entail of 1715, but they are equally applicable to the second of 1727.

19. Ibid., Codicil of 1 July 1723.


21. A.D., E-472, Codicil of 12 Jan. 1733, 10 June 1733. The retrait gave the seigneur the right of option to buy land in his seigneurial jurisdiction and attach it to his domain, i.e., land held directly by him. It was one technique of “domain-building.” See Marc Bloch, Les Caractères originaux de l’histoire rurale française (Paris, 1952), 1: 140 and passim.

22. The Cognac country, already an exporter of the famous brandy, was about fifty miles southeast of La Rochelle along the Charente River. The chais with their “serpentine” boilers for distilling the brandy can be visited today (1980s) in the villages east of Saintes and Saint-Jean d’Angély.

23. The “most prestigious” property was not necessarily the most remunerative. In 1733, the return on rentes (5 percent) was higher than on land (3 to 4 percent). This relation would change in the last third of the century, when land values rose dramatically.

24. These later codicils included enforcement clauses, stating that if any of the children
refused to abide by the testamentary wishes of their parents, they could claim their portions (légitimes) under the customary law. That law provided that “in the absence of propres” (the Depont case), the acquêts would be distributed in the same manner, namely, two-thirds of the property divided equally among all (three) children, and the remaining third and all the movables given to the eldest son. Since the “movables” included all the commercial assets and specie, the children would think twice before rejecting the testamentary provisions. And then there were the added legal costs of contesting the will. Valin, Nouveau Commentaire, 2: 334; Mousnier, Les Institutions, 1: 64.

27. Ibid., Codicil of 13 Mar. 1743; “Révocation de Substitution,” 14 Mar. 1743.
29. The Daguesseau Ordinance of 1747 extended the use of entail to “toutes personnes capables de disposer de leurs biens, de quelque état et condition qu’elles soient.” But it also limited the entail to “two degrees,” that is, from grandparents to grandchildren in direct descent. Even before 1747, entails had not been limited to the nobility. The Code Michaud of 1629 had permitted all but labourers and artisans (personnes rustiques) to entail. Mousnier, Les Institutions, 1: 66-67.
32. A.D., E-487, 20 July 1758.
34. A.D., E-487, 6 July 1765. Italics mine.
36. “If Manderoux [Jean-Samuel] insists, I must divide my silver and take some from you. I know this will inconvenience you when you have company.” A.D., E-487, Paul-François to Madame des Granges, 19 June 1765.
37. The rentes averaged 5 percent; the land 3 to 4 percent. However, the capital value of land was often calculated simply by multiplying landed rents (fermages) by a factor of 20 (or 5 percent). Hence, 32,000 livres is a conservative estimate of Depont revenues in 1746.
39. Henri Robert, Les trafics coloniaux du port de la Rochelle au XVIIIe siècle (Poitiers, 1960), pp. 192-96. There is still a need for a published work on the fortunes of the merchants of La Rochelle. Robert’s book was published posthumously before he had completed all his research. See John G. Clark, “La Rochelle and the Atlantic World during the Eighteenth Century” (unpublished manuscript) and chapter 1 above. I hope Clark’s work will soon be published.

41. Robert, Les Trafics coloniaux, p. 192. This is based on inventaires après décès.

42. A.D., E-473, Will of 9 May 1753; E-487, 4 May 1765.

43. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to Sieur Chanois, négociant at La Rochelle, May 1769. See also Robert, Les Trafics coloniaux, p. 195, and Clark, "La Rochelle," chs. 6-7, on the difficulties obtaining legal action against the planters.

44. Compare Table 3.1 (fortune in 1746) with Table 3.4 (fortune in 1776) in this chapter.


46. Ibid.; see Table of Rentes (3. 2) and compare Tables 3.1 and 3.4 below.

47. A.D., E-489, "Rentes sur haut et puissant seigneur M. Jacques-Louis-François Gazeau de la Brandanière, chevalier, baron de Champagné près Luçon en Bas-Poitou."

48. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to M. le Marquis de Champagné, 20 May 1758.

49. A.D., E-489, 7 Sept. 1770. Loan of 7,000 livres "payée et delivrée en bon argent et espèces sonnantes ayant cours ...." Paul-François never seemed to lack hard specie.

50. A.D., E-484, fol. 18.

51. Ibid., fol. 21.

52. Ibid., fol. 18.

53. Ibid. Marginal notation: "rente par an (?) ; c'est un aveu." For a definition of the various kinds of retrait, see Marcel Marion, Dictionnaire des Institutions de la France aux XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles (Paris 1923, 1969), pp. 488-89.

54. Permission to "repurchase" a cens, even at thirty times the annual charge, was a reform proposal even before 1789. See P. F. Boncerf, Les Inconvenients des droits féodaux (London, 1776); J. Q. C. Mackrell, The Attack on Feudalism in Eighteenth-Century France (London, 1973) ch. 6. The legal confusion between rentes foncières and cens was used by both landlords and tenants to improve their position during and after the Revolution. See Pierre Massé, "Les Amortissements de rentes foncières en l'an III," Annales historiques de la Révolution française 165 (1961): 380 and passim. Massé argues that the tenants gained at the proprietor's expense. For a more pessimistic view, see Albert Soboul, "Persistence of 'Feudalism' in the Rural Society of Nineteenth-Century France," in Rural Society in France: Selections from the Annales, ed. R. Forster and O. Ranum (Baltimore, 1977), pp. 50-71.


57. A.D., E-484, fols. 21, 62.


60. See Table of Rentes (3. 2).


62. Fortunately, Virson survived smallpox. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to M. de Virson, 26 Aug. 1769. Both grandchildren defied the life-expectancy tables: Virson died in 1801, Pauline in 1808. Had the Revolution not intervened, the investment of 1762 would have yielded an accumulated interest of 124,800 livres, almost four times the original capital.

63. A.D., E-484, fol. 26. The *rente* was reduced in 1778 to 2,340 livres, still above 7 percent. The 10 percent reduction probably represented the new *vingtième* taxes prompted by still another war with England.

64. Marion, *Dictionnaire des Institutions*, p. 483.

65. A.D., E-484, fols. 84, 90. To be sure, the *rente* was still being paid in 1780, fifty-five years later. Even at 2 percent, the capital had been completely repaid.


67. Ibid., 17 Apr. 1764. This is the same letter in which Paul-François lamented the loss of the Jesuit tutor and reproached his son for being "parlementaire," a Jansenist sympathizer.

68. Ibid., 2 Mar. 1765.


70. A.D., E-487, 18 June 1765.


72. A.D., E-487, 6 July 1765. Turgot observed that the rate of interest was 6 percent in the principal money markets of the kingdom in the 1760s. A. R. Turgot, "Mémoire sur les prêts d'argent," *Oeuvres* (Paris, 1844), 1: 119.

73. A.D., E-482, fol. 177, 5 Apr., 28 Apr. 1748.


76. A.D., E-484, "Livre de rentes." See Table of Rentes (3. 2).


78. A.D., E-487, Paul-François to M. Charpentreau, 5 Nov. 1768.

79. Ibid., Paul-François to Madame de Coudraye, 6 Dec. 1768; Paul-François to M. le Baron de la Rochebaron, 2 Dec. 1768.

80. Ibid., Paul-François to M. de Chevalier, 17 Dec. 1768.


82. See Table of Rentes (3. 2).


84. As Ralph Giesey puts it: "If rentes constituées were unsuitable to an individual's wish to get rich quickly, they were well-suited to a family's hope of getting rich eventually." Giesey, "Rules of Inheritance," p. 280.

85. The rate of capital growth by compounding interest is not readily grasped without a mathematical representation. It is doubtful that Paul-François made this kind of precise calculation, but he no doubt took the long view about capital accumulation.
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